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Revenge
Cady Groves

Revenge - Cady Groves
Standard Tuning
Capo:3
Hello fellow musicians! This is the first version of this song on here!
The strumming pattern of the song changes more than once.
It s easy if you listen to it; I play by ear so...It s also pretty repeative and
easy to 
tell where the chords stop and change etc. I didn t want to be too detailed or
vice 
versa because I know either is extremely frustrating. This is my second tab btw.
Enjoy! (:
Intro: Em G

Em
How would you feel if you had been told
                              G
That your heart had been sold long before you had the

Control would it pull you under?

Em
Found my way to inexistence where I called the shots
    G
And nobody will manipulate me

                             A
Don t worry cuz I m where I wanna be

G
If you lay awake at night and
A
Hope that we will reunite well
D                                G
Don t hold your breath too tight no,
G
Cuz even though I m surviving
A
I have opened up my eyes and
D                   G
I see you clear as ice

D
Can you hear me now?
A



Are you in the crowd?
Em                     G
Cuz all I got from you was nothing to lose.
D
when I was broken down
A
You were walking out
Em              G
So my happiness is the perfect revenge

(Up until bridge all is same as first)
Back when Iwas seven years old
Shutting up as I m told
Looking for somebody to hold
Well now you can t deny that
Every time I needed you most
You were busy running anywhere your body was pulled
And I was left for dying

If you lay awake at night and
Hope that we will reunite well
Don t hold your breath too tight no,
Cuz even though I m surviving
I have opened up my eyes and
I see you clear as ice

Can you hear me now?
Are you in the crowd?
Cuz all I got from you was nothing to lose.
When I was broken down
You were walking out
So my happiness is the perfect revenge

Bridge: (* = two down strums)

Em*      G*         A*             D*
Though my scars may look old they still open when they re
Em*               G*             A*          D*    (Dsus4)
Pulled though my tears may have dried doesn t mean that they weren t cried
G
They were cried
Em*       G*             A*             D*
Though my scars may look old they still open when they re
Em*              G*              A*           D* (Dsus4)
Pulled though my tears may have dried doesn t mean that they weren t cried

Em
They were cried
G
They were cried
A
They were cried



D
Cried
Em
Cried
G                     A         D
Cried

Em (Once then chorus chords for the rest)

Can you hear me now?
Are you in the crowd?
Cuz all I got from you was nothing to lose..

Can you hear me now?
Are you in the crowd?
Cuz all I got from you was nothing to lose.
When I was broken down
You were walking out
So my happiness is the perfect revenge.

Feel free to leave any comments or such and let me know if you had any trouble!
I m 
totally open for criticism. (: Thank you!!!


